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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 
 

B.TECH. MINING ENGINEERING 
 

COURSE STRUCTURE & SYLLABUS (2016-17) 
 

 
II YEAR I SEMESTER 
 

S. No 
Course 
Code 

Course Title L T P Credits 

1 MA301BS Mathematics - IV 4 1 0 4 
2 MN302ES Mining Geology 4 1 0 4 
3 MN303ES Development of Mineral Deposits 4 0 0 4 
4 ME303ES Mechanics of Solids 3 1 0 3 
5 ME301ES Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulic Machines 3 1 0 3 
6 MN304ES Mining Geology Lab 0 0 3 2 
7 ME307ES Mechanics of Solids Lab 0 0 3 2 
8 ME309ES Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulic Machines Lab  0 0 3 2 
9 *MC300HS Gender Sensitization Lab 0 0 3 0 
  Total Credits 18 4 12 24 

 
  
 
II YEAR II SEMESTER 
 

S. No Course 
Code Course Title L T P Credits 

1 MN401ES Mine Mechanization - I 4 1 0 4 
2 MN402ES Drilling and Blasting 4 1 0 4 
3 MN403ES Mine Surveying 4 1 0 4 
4 MN404ES Mine Environmental Engineering - I 3 1 0 3 
5 SM405MS Business Economics  and Financial Analysis 3 0 0 3 
6 MN406ES Mine  Mechanization  - I  Lab 0 0 3 2 
7 MN407ES Mine Environmental Engineering – I  Lab 0 0 3 2 
8 MN408ES Mine Surveying - I  Lab 0 0 3 2 
9 *MC400ES Environmental Science and Technology 3 0 0 0 
  Total Credits  21 4 9 24 
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MA301BS: MATHEMATICS - IV 
(Complex Variables and Fourier Analysis) 

  
B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                                      L    T    P   C 

                                  4     1    0    4 
Prerequisites: Foundation course (No Prerequisites). 
 
Course Objectives: To learn  

 differentiation and integration of complex valued functions 
 evaluation of integrals using Cauchy’s integral formula 
 Laurent’s series expansion of complex functions 
 evaluation of integrals using Residue theorem 
 express a periodic function by Fourier series and a non-periodic function by Fourier 

transform  
 to analyze the displacements of one dimensional wave and distribution of one 

dimensional heat equation 
 
Course Outcomes: After learning the contents of this paper the student must be able to  

 analyze the complex functions with reference to their analyticity, integration using 
Cauchy’s integral theorem 

 find the Taylor’s and Laurent’s series expansion of complex functions 
 the bilinear transformation 
 express any periodic function in term of sines and cosines 
 express a non-periodic function as integral representation 
 analyze one dimensional wave and heat equation 

 
UNIT–I 
Functions of a complex variable: Introduction, Continuity, Differentiability, Analyticity, 
properties, Cauchy, Riemann equations in Cartesian and polar coordinates. Harmonic and 
conjugate harmonic functions-Milne-Thompson method 
 
UNIT-II 
Complex integration: Line integral, Cauchy’s integral theorem, Cauchy’s integral formula, 
and Generalized Cauchy’s integral formula, Power series: Taylor’s series- Laurent series, 
Singular points, isolated singular points, pole of order m – essential singularity, Residue, 
Cauchy Residue theorem (Without proof). 
 
UNIT–III  
Evaluation of Integrals: Types of real integrals: 

(a) Improper real integrals ( )f x dx



   (b) 

2
(cos ,sin )

c

c
f d


  



  

Bilinear transformation- fixed point- cross ratio- properties- invariance of circles. 
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UNIT–IV  
Fourier series and Transforms: Introduction, Periodic functions, Fourier series of periodic 
function, Dirichlet’s conditions, Even and odd functions, Change of interval, Half range sine 
and cosine series. 
Fourier integral theorem (without proof), Fourier sine and cosine integrals, sine and cosine, 
transforms, properties, inverse transforms, Finite Fourier transforms. 
 
UNIT–V  
Applications of PDE: Classification of second order partial differential equations, method of 
separation of variables, Solution of one dimensional wave and heat equations. 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. A first course in complex analysis with applications by Dennis G. Zill and Patrick 
Shanahan, Johns and Bartlett Publishers. 

2. Higher Engineering Mathematics by Dr. B. S. Grewal, Khanna Publishers. 
3. Advanced engineering Mathematics  with MATLAB by Dean G. Duffy 

 
REFERENCES: 

1. Fundamentals of Complex Analysis by Saff, E. B. and A. D. Snider, Pearson. 
2. Advanced Engineering Mathematics by Louis C. Barrett, McGraw Hill. 
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MN302ES: MINING GEOLOGY 
 
B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                         L    T    P   C 

                                  4     1    0    4 
  
Course Objectives: This course is aimed at providing the necessary geological inputs 
required for a mining engineer. The components would help the mining engineering student 
to understand recognition of important minerals and rock units and their physic-mechanical 
properties, genesis, concepts of mineral prospecting, basic engineering geological aspects 
which is of immense use in mining engineering practices and tunneling projects. 
 
Course outcomes: Students can understand the procedures for exploration of mineral 
deposits, estimation of mineral resources as outcome of this course, which is highly 
beneficial for the mining engineers in the industry. 
 
UNIT-I 
Mineralogy: Physical properties, chemical composition and mode of occurrence of important 
rock-forming and ore-forming minerals and industrial minerals. Petrology: Distinguish 
characteristic features, mode of formation and mode of occurrence of important igneous, 
sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. 
 
UNIT-II 
Engineering Properties of rocks & Soils: Physical and Mechanical properties, methods of 
determination, numerical values and engineering uses of important rocks.  
Genesis of Mineral Deposits: Definition of ore, gangue, tenor and grade of ore, processes and 
formation of ore deposits including coal, petroleum and atomic minerals. 
 
UNIT-III 
Structural Geology: Strike and Dip, Fundamental types, characteristic features and mechanics 
of folds, faults, joints (fractures) and unconformities.  Foliation, lineation and other structural 
controls.  
 
UNIT-IV 
Mineral Resources of India: Major and Minor mineral resources of India, Brief description of 
origin, environment and distribution of mineral deposits of India. 
Mineral Exploration: Basics of Geological, Geophysical and Geochemical exploration of 
mineral deposits. Mineral Reserves: Estimation and determination of mineral reserves. 
 
UNIT-V 
Geology of Tunnels:  Engineering geological investigations to drive tunnels in soft and hard 
ground stand up time and geology of some well-known Indian Tunnels, Gases in tunnels. 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Mining Geology by Arogya Swamy 
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2. Peters, W. C. Exploration and Mining Geology (2nd Ed.); 1987. John Wiley & Sons, 
New York.  

 
REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Mineral Resources of India by Krishna Swamy. 
2. Mining Geology by Mc Kinstry. 
3. Engineering Geology & Geotechnics by Krynine and Hudd. 
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MN303ES: DEVELOPMENT OF MINERAL DEPOSITS 
 
B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 

                               4     0    0    4 
 
Course Objective: Course introduces underground and surface mining methods along with 
the associated activities such as drilling, blasting, supporting etc for mines.  Modes of entry 
into the underground mines with special emphasis on various shaft sinking methods for 
development of mineral deposits are also described.  
 
Course Outcomes: Students can understand the fundamentals of drilling and blasting 
techniques for underground and opencast mines which can be put in practice later in the 
concerned mining industries.  As deep underground mining is inevitable in near future, 
students must play on active role in participating in various activities like arrangement for 
sinking, ventilation, lighting etc. 
 
UNIT-I  
Distribution of mineral deposits in India and other countries, mining contributions to 
civilization, mining terminology, stages in the life of the mine, introduction to underground 
and surface mining methods. 
 
UNIT-II 
Introduction to drilling and drilling equipment. Fundamentals of explosive and blasting 
techniques. 
 
UNIT-III 
Objectives and limitations of mine supports, hydraulic props, Roof bolts, chock supports, 
Roadway support, face supports, side supports, junction supports, supports in special 
conditions, setting and withdrawal of supports, systematic supporting Rules. 
 
UNIT-IV 
Modes of entry into deposits for underground mining- shafts, inclines, adits etc – their fields 
of applications. 
Drivage of drifts, organization and cycle of operations, modern methods of drifting and 
tunneling, road headers, tunnel boring. 
 
UNIT-V  
Location of shaft, shape and size, incline and vertical shafts. Surface arrangements for 
sinking shafts, tools and equipments, ordinary methods of sinking, drilling, blasting, removal 
of debris and water, ventilation and lighting, temporary and permanent lining. Widening and 
deepening of shafts, special methods of shaft sinking: piling, caisson, freezing and 
cementation method of shaft sinking. Modern techniques of shaft sinking. 
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TEXT BOOKS 
1. Introductory mining engineering- Wiley India (P) Ltd, Howard L. Hartman, Jan M.  

Mutmansky. 
2.  Elements of mining technology Vol-I - D.J. Deshmukh 
 

REFERENCE BOOKS: 
1. Roy Pijush Pal, Blasting in ground excavations and mines, Oxford and IBH, 1st ed 

1993 
2. C.P. Chugh, Drilling technology handbook, Oxford and IBH, 1st ed, 1977 
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ME303ES: MECHANICS OF SOLIDS 
  
B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 

                               3     1    0    3 
 
Pre-requisite: Nil 
 
UNIT-I 
Simple Stresses & Strains: Elasticity and plasticity – Types of stresses & strains–Hooke’s 
law– stress – strain diagram for mild steel – Working stress – Factor of safety – Lateral strain, 
Poisson’s ratio & volumetric strain – Elastic moduli & the relationship between them – Bars 
of varying section – composite bars – Temperature stresses. Strain energy – Resilience – 
Gradual, sudden, impact and shock loadings. 
 
UNIT-II 
Shear Force and Bending Moment: Definition of beam – Types of beams – Concept of 
shear force and bending moment – S.F and B.M diagrams for cantilever, simply supported 
and overhanging beams subjected to point loads, u.d.l., uniformly varying loads and 
combination of these loads – Point of contra flexure – Relation between S.F., B.M and rate of 
loading at a section of a beam. 
 
UNIT-III 
Flexural Stresses : Theory of simple bending – Assumptions – Derivation of bending 
equation: M/I = f/y = E/R Neutral axis – Determination bending stresses – section modulus of 
rectangular and circular sections (Solid and Hollow), I,T,Angle and Channel sections – 
Design of simple beam sections. 
Shear Stresses: Derivation of formula – Shear stress distribution across various beams 
sections like rectangular, circular, triangular, I, T angle sections. 
 
UNIT-IV 
Principal Stresses and Strains: Introduction – Stresses on an inclined section of a bar under 
axial loading – compound stresses – Normal and tangential stresses on an inclined plane for 
biaxial stresses – Two perpendicular normal stresses accompanied by a state of simple shear 
– Mohr’s circle of stresses – Principal stresses and strains – Analytical and graphical 
solutions. 
Theories of Failure: Introduction – Various theories of failure - Maximum Principal Stress 
Theory, Maximum Principal Strain Theory, Strain Energy and Shear Strain Energy Theory 
(Von Mises Theory).  
 
UNIT-V 
Torsion of Circular Shafts : Theory of pure torsion – Derivation of Torsion equations : T/J 
= q/r = Nθ/L – Assumptions made in the theory of pure torsion – Torsional moment of 
resistance – Polar section modulus – Power transmitted by shafts – Combined bending and 
torsion and end thrust – Design of shafts according to theories of failure. 
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Thin Cylinders: Thin seamless cylindrical shells – Derivation of formula for longitudinal 
and circumferential stresses – hoop, longitudinal and volumetric strains – changes in dia, and 
volume of thin cylinders– Thin spherical shells. 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Strength of materials – R.S. Kurmi and Gupta. 
2. Solid Mechanics, by Popov 
3. Strength of Materials – Ryder. G.H.; Macmillan Long Man Pub. 
4. Strength of Materials – W.A. Nash, TMH 

 
REFERENCES: 

1. Strength of Materials -By Jindal, Umesh Publications. 
2. Analysis of structures by Vazirani and Ratwani. 
3. Mechanics of Structures Vol –I by H. J. Shah and S.B. Junnarkar, Charotar Publishing 

House Pvt. Ltd. 
4. Strength of Materials by D.S Prakash Rao, Universities Press Pvt. Ltd. 
5. Strength of Materials by S. S. Rattan, Tata McGraw Hill Education Pvt. Ltd. 
6. Fundamentals of Solid Mechanics by M. L. Gambhir, PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd 
7. Strength of Materials by R.K Rajput, S. Chand & Company Ltd. 
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ME301ES: FLUID MECHANICS AND HYDRAULIC MACHINES 
 

B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                               3     1    0    3 

  
Pre-requisite: Nil 
 
UNIT-I 
Fluid statics: Dimensions and units: physical properties of fluids- specific gravity, viscosity, 
surface tension - vapour pressure and their influence on fluid motion- atmospheric, gauge and 
vacuum pressures – measurement of pressure- Piezometer, U-tube and differential 
manometers. 
 
UNIT-II 
Fluid kinematics: Stream line, path line and streak lines and stream tube, classification of 
flows-steady & unsteady, uniform & non uniform, laminar & turbulent, rotational & 
irrotational flows-equation of continuity for one dimensional flow and three dimensional 
flows.  
Fluid dynamics: Surface and body forces –Euler’s and Bernoulli’s equations for flow along 
a stream line, momentum equation and its application on force on pipe bend. 
 
UNIT-III 
Boundary Layer Concepts: Definition, thicknesses, characteristics along thin plate, laminar 
and turbulent boundary layers (No derivation) boundary layer in transition, separation of 
boundary layer, submerged objects – drag and lift.  
Closed conduit flow: Reynold’s experiment- Darcy Weisbach equation - Minor losses in 
pipes- pipes in series and pipes in parallel - total energy line-hydraulic gradient line. 
Measurement of flow: pitot tube, venture meter, and orifice meter, Flow nozzle 
 
UNIT-IV 
Basics of turbo machinery : Hydrodynamic force of jets on stationary and moving flat, 
inclined, and curved vanes, jet striking centrally and at tip, velocity diagrams, work done and 
efficiency, flow over radial vanes. 
Hydraulic Turbines : Classification of turbines, Heads and efficiencies, impulse and 
reaction turbines, Pelton wheel, Francis turbine and Kaplan turbine-working proportions, 
work done, efficiencies , hydraulic design –draft tube theory- functions and efficiency. 
Performance of hydraulic turbines: Geometric similarity, Unit and specific quantities, 
characteristic curves, governing of turbines, selection of type of turbine, cavitation, surge 
tank, water hammer. 
 
UNIT-V 
Centrifugal pumps: Classification, working, work done – barometric head- losses and 
efficiencies specific speed- performance characteristic curves, NPSH. 
Reciprocating pumps: Working, Discharge, slip, indicator diagrams. 
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TEXT BOOKS: 
1. Hydraulics, fluid mechanics and Hydraulic machinery MODI and SETH. 
2. Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulic Machines by Rajput. 

 
REFERENCES: 

1. Fluid Mechanics and Fluid Power Engineering by D.S. Kumar, Kataria & Sons. 
2. Fluid Mechanics and Machinery by D. Rama Durgaiah, New Age International. 
3. Hydraulic Machines by Banga & Sharma, Khanna Publishers. 
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MN304ES: MINING GEOLOGY LAB 
 
B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 

  Course Code                            0     0    3    2 
 
List of Experiments: 

1. Identification and physical properties of impartment rock-forming and ore-forming 
minerals. 

2. Identification and distinguishing characteristics of important igneous, sedimentary, 
and metamorphic rocks. 

3. Determination of strike and dip of planar features using /brunton compass. 
4. Study of models pertaining to folds, faults, and unconformities. 
5. Study and interpretation of Topographic Maps. 
6. Study of Geological Maps of Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, & India. 
7. Study of Geomorphologic Map of India and Tectonic Map of India. 
8. Study of Seismo-tectonic Atlas of India. 
9. Vertical Electrical sounding Survey to determine depth to water table & bed rock. 
10. Determination of unconfined compressive strength of important rocks. 
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ME307ES: MECHANICS OF SOLIDS LAB 
  
B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              0     0    3    2 
  
Course Objectives: 
The objective is to learn the fundamental concepts of stress, strain, and deformation of solids 
with applications to bars, beams, and columns. Detailed study of engineering properties of 
materials is also of interest. Fundamentals of applying equilibrium, compatibility, and force-
deformation relationships to structural elements are emphasized. The students are introduced 
to advanced concepts of flexibility and stiffness method of structural analysis. The course 
builds on the fundamental concepts of engineering mechanics course. 
 
The students will advance the students’ development of the following broad capabilities: 

1. Students will be able to understand basic concepts of stress, strain and their relations 
based on linear elasticity. Material behaviors due to different types of loading will be 
discussed. 

2. Students will be able to understand and know how to calculate stresses and 
deformation of a bar due to an axial loading under uniform and non-uniform 
conditions. 

3. Students will understand how to develop shear-moment diagrams of a beam and find 
the maximum moment/shear and their locations  

4. Students will understand how to calculate normal and shear stresses on any cross-
section of a beam. Different cross-sections (including I-beam) will be discussed and 
applied Continuous Assessment Test 10 marks Mid Semester Test 15 marks End  

 
Course Outcomes 

1. Analyze the behavior of the solid bodies subjected to various types of loading. 
2. Apply knowledge of materials and structural elements to the analysis of simple 

structures. 
3. Undertake problem identification, formulation and solution using a range of analytical 

methods 
4. Analyze and interpret laboratory data relating to behavior of structures and the 

materials they are made of, and undertake associated laboratory work individually and 
in teams.  

5. Expectation and capacity to undertake lifelong learning. 
 
Any 10 experiments from the following  
 
1. Direct tension test 
2. Bending test on Simple supported beam 
3. Bending test on Cantilever beam 
4. Torsion test 
5.  Brinell hardness test 
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6. Rockwell hardness test 
7. Test on springs 
8. Compression test on cube 
9.  Izod Impact test 
10 .Charpy Impact test 
11. Punch shear test 
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ME309ES: FLUID MECHANICS AND HYDRAULIC MACHINES LAB 
 
B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              0     0    3    2

   
List of Experiments 

1. Impact of jets on Vanes. 
2. Performance Test on Pelton Wheel. 
3. Performance Test on Francis Turbine. 
4. Performance Test on Kaplan Turbine. 
5. Performance Test on Single Stage Centrifugal Pump. 
6. Performance Test on Multi Stage Centrifugal Pump. 
7. Performance Test on Reciprocating Pump. 
8. Calibration of Venturi meter. 
9. Calibration of Orifice meter. 
10. Determination of friction factor for a given pipe line. 
11. Determination of loss of head due to sudden contraction in a pipeline. 
12. Verification of Bernoulli’s Theorems 

 
Note: Any 10 of the above 12 experiments are to be conducted. 
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MC300HS: GENDER SENSITIZATION LAB 
 
B.Tech. II Year I Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              0     0    3    2 
Course Objectives:  

 To develop students’ sensibility with regard to issues of gender in contemporary 
India. 

 To provide a critical perspective on the socialization of men and women. 
 To introduce students to information about some key biological aspects of genders. 
 To expose the students to debates on the politics and economics of work. 
 To help students reflect critically on gender violence. 
 To expose students to more egalitarian interactions between men and women. 

 
Course Outcomes: 

 Students will have developed a better understanding of important issues related to 
gender in contemporary India. 

 Students will be sensitized to basic dimensions of the biological, sociological, 
psychological and legal aspects of gender. This will be achieved through discussion of 
materials derived from research, facts, everyday life, literature and film. 

 Students will attain a finer grasp of how gender discrimination works in our society 
and how to counter it. 

 Students will acquire insight into the gendered division of labour and its relation to 
politics and economics. 

 Men and women students and professionals will be better equipped to work and live 
together as equals. 

 Students will develop a sense of appreciation of women in all walks of life. 
 Through providing accounts of studies and movements as well as the new laws that 

provide protection and relief to women, the textbook will empower students to 
understand and respond to gender violence. 

  
UNIT-I          
UNDERSTANDING GENDER 
Gender: Why Should We Study It?  (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -1) 
Socialization: Making Women, Making Men (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -2) 
Introduction.  Preparing for Womanhood. Growing up Male. First lessons in Caste. Different 
Masculinities. 
 
UNIT-II       
GENDER AND BIOLOGY 
 Missing Women: Sex Selection and Its Consequences (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -4) 
 Declining Sex Ratio. Demographic Consequences. 
Gender Spectrum: Beyond the Binary (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -10) 
Two or Many?  Struggles with Discrimination. 
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UNIT-III      
GENDER AND LABOUR  
Housework: the Invisible Labour (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -3) 
“My Mother doesn’t Work.”  “Share the Load.” 
Women’s Work: Its Politics and Economics (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -7) 
Fact and Fiction. Unrecognized and Unaccounted work. Additional Reading: Wages and 
Conditions of Work. 
 
UNIT-IV  
ISSUES OF VIOLENCE 
Sexual Harassment: Say No! (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -6) 
 Sexual Harassment, not Eve-teasing- Coping with Everyday Harassment- Further Reading: 
“Chupulu”.  
Domestic Violence: Speaking Out (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -8) 
 Is Home a Safe Place? -When Women Unite [Film]. Rebuilding Lives.  Additional Reading: 
New Forums for Justice. 
Thinking about Sexual Violence (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -11) 
 Blaming the Victim-“I Fought for my Life….” - Additional Reading: The Caste Face of 
Violence. 
 
UNIT-V  
GENDER:  CO - EXISTENCE  
Just Relationships: Being Together as Equals (Towards a World of Equals: Unit -12) 
Mary Kom and Onler. Love and Acid just do not Mix. Love Letters. Mothers and Fathers. 
Additional Reading: Rosa Parks-The Brave Heart. 
 
TEXTBOOK  
All the five Units in the Textbook, “Towards a World of Equals: A Bilingual Textbook on 
Gender”  written by A. Suneetha,  Uma Bhrugubanda, Duggirala Vasanta, Rama Melkote, 
Vasudha Nagaraj, Asma Rasheed, Gogu Shyamala, Deepa Sreenivas and Susie Tharu and 
published by Telugu Akademi, Hyderabad, Telangana State in the year 2015. 
 
Note: Since it is an Interdisciplinary Course, Resource Persons can be drawn from the fields 
of English Literature or Sociology or Political Science or any other qualified faculty who has 
expertise in this field from engineering departments. 
 
REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Menon, Nivedita. Seeing like a Feminist. New Delhi: Zubaan-Penguin Books, 2012  
2. Abdulali Sohaila. “I Fought For My Life…and Won.”Available online at: 

http://www.thealternative.in/lifestyle/i-fought-for-my-lifeand-won-sohaila-abdulal/  
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MN401ES: MINE MECHANISATION-I 
  
B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              4     1    0    4 
  
Course Objectives:  To extract and transport the minerals to the required processing unit/ 
utilization point variety of machines are used in the mining industry. In this course the 
student  gets acquainted  with a few machinery including  brief details of the machine parts, 
their working principles, operation and maintenance  in addition to the machine installation, 
commissioning and safety aspects. 
 
Course Outcomes: After going through this course, the student will have basic knowledge of 
installation, commissioning, operation, maintenance and safety  aspects of the mining 
machinery viz., different types of rope haulages, mine locomotives, conveyors, laying of rail 
tracks for rope haulages and locomotives. In addition, he gains knowledge of the prime 
movers for the machinery and power transmission mechanisms.  
 
UNIT-I 
Prime Movers for Mining Machinery: I.C. engines, hydraulic power, pneumatic power, 
elements of mechanical power transmission, Types of couplings, clutches, brakes, gear 
drives, belt drives, chain drives-advantages and  limitations of each drive   
 
UNIT-II 
Rope haulage: Construction of the wire ropes, rope haulages – gravity, direct, balanced 
direct, main & tail, endless. Suitability of these haulages and their limitations.  Dimension of 
ropes, drums and pulleys, care and maintenance of ropes, changing of haulage ropes, rope 
splicing, safety appliances on haulage road, signaling, Statutory requirements of haulages. 
 
UNIT-III 
Track Laying: Rail, joints, crossings, plates, turn tables and curves, track extension, 
 Aerial Ropeways: Types, construction, operation, Applications, advantages and limitations. 
 
UNIT-IV 
Mine Locomotives: Types, constructional features of compressed air, diesel, battery and 
electric trolley- wire locomotives- operation, application, advantages and limitations. 
Comparison of various haulages and locomotives  
Conveyors: Belt Conveyors and Chain Conveyors- Types, their installation, operation, 
shifting, maintenance, applicability and limitations. 
High angle Conveyors in open cast mines (in brief), Stage loader in long wall mining (in 
brief).  
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UNIT-V 
Compressed air generation and applications.  Types of air compressors, reciprocating and 
rotary compressors like roots blower, vane type, centrifugal, axial flow, screw type- 
operation, maintenance, application, advantages, and limitations.  
Distribution of compressed air, application of compressed air in Mining machinery, 
maintenance of compressed air, distribution systems 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Elements of Mining Technology Vol. III, D.J. Deshmukh 
2. Mine Transport – Karelin 

 
REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Mining and Transport – Walker. 
2. Introduction to Mining Engineers – Hartman. H.L. 
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MN402ES: DRILLING AND BLASTING 
 
B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              4     1    0    4 

  
Course Objectives: To familiarize the students with exploratory and production drilling 
including the factors affecting drilling; Various types of the explosives and blasting 
techniques used in underground and opencast mining are also  explained  besides blasting in 
civil constructions projects. 
 
Course Outcomes: Drilling and blasting is primary operation in any mining organization, 
student understands various methods of drilling, design and selection of drilling methods. 
Knowledge about explosives and blasting techniques makes student confident in design of 
blasting operations in the field. 
  
UNIT-I 
Exploratory Drilling: Drilling for exploration and other purposes; diamond drilling-
equipment and principal of operation, it’s merits, demerits and limitations; core recovery — 
single and double tube core barrels; wire line drilling; directional drilling; fishing tools; 
borehole surveying; borehole logging; novel and special drilling techniques, Horizontal and 
directional drilling. 
 
UNIT-II 
Production Drilling: Various methods and mechanics of drilling -percussive, rotary and rotary 
percussive. 
Jack hammer drilling, Top hammer and Down the Hole (DTH) hammer drills. 
Drillability: Drillabilty studies, Factors affecting drilling- operational parameters (like air 
pressure, thrust, r.p.m., flushing, bit type and bit geometry etc.) and physico-mechanical 
properties ( like strength properties, hardness, abrasivity etc.) design and selection of drills; 
bit wear and reconditioning of drill bits; drill hole economics. 
 
UNIT-III 
Explosives: Classification and properties of explosives, Types of explosives – Permitted 
type, slurry explosives, SMS and PMS, ANFO, LOX, boosters, blasting agents. Mechanics of 
blasting, alternatives to explosives.  
Accessories and Tools: Accessories- different types of detonators, safety fuses, detonating 
cords, relays, NONEL, exploders, sequential blasting machines and other shot firing tools, 
testing of explosives, storage, transportation and handling of explosives. 
 
UNIT-IV 
underground Blasting: Drill patterns for underground excavations (for both coal and metal) 
and in shafts; solid blasting; smooth blasting, induced blasting, charge ratios, rock 
fragmentation, dangers associated with underground blasting, blasting economics, gallery 
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blasting, statutory requirements, computer design of underground blast, precautionary 
measures, misfires, blown out shot. 
 
UNIT-V 
Open Pit Blasting: Blasting in opencast mines, blast design, primary and secondary 
blasting; accidents due to blast in opencast mines and preventive measures; environmental 
impacts due to blasting- ground vibrations, fly rocks, dust, fumes, water pollution; 
 Dimension stone blasting, controlled blasting, computer design of opencast blast; statutory 
requirements. 
Blasting for Civil Constructions and Trenches: Blasting for road constructions, trench 
cutting in soft and hard rocks, demolition of buildings etc., 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Roy Piush Pal, Blasting in ground excavations and mines, Oxford and IBH, 1st ed 
1993. 

2. C.P. Chugh, Drilling technology handbook, Oxford and IBH, 1sted, 1977. 
 
REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Roy Piush Pal, Rock blasting effect and operation, A.A. Balkema, 1st ed, 2005. 
2. D.J. Deshmukh, Elements of mining technology, Vol-1, Central techno, 7th ed, 

2001. 
3. B. Hemphill Gary, Blasting operations, Mc-Graw Hill, 1st ed 1981. 
4. R.D. Singh, Principles and practices of modern coal mining, New age International, 

1st ed, 1977. 
5. S.K.Das, Explosive and blasting practices in mines, Lovely prakashan, 1st ed, 

1993. 
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MN403ES: MINE SURVEYING 
 
B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              4     1    0    4 

   
Course Objectives: To introduce various technologies of surveying on the surface and 
underground mining situations including distance measurements, leveling, contouring, 
traversing etc along with descriptions of associated instruments. 
 
Course Outcomes: Students will get the benefit of fundamentals of surveying knowledge 
being used for preparation of mine plans. This course gives an opportunity to understand all 
the techniques of surveying. 
 Students can also get sufficient knowledge on conducting mine surveys using latest 
instruments and this also provides elementary excursuses using total station, GPS, GIS, data 
generation, preparation of mine plans in the mining industry. 
 
UNIT – I 
Introduction: overview of Plane Surveying (Chain, compass, and plane table-in brief): 
Objectives, Principles and classifications; electronic distance measurements; Types of 
compasses, different types of meridians and bearings, local attraction and closed traversing 
with compass; computation of angles from bearings; declination. 
Global Positioning System: Introduction to Global Information System (GIS), Remote 
Sensing – basic Principles, Integration of RS and GIS. 
Total Station: Description, uses, types of surveys by total station, mapping of sites by total 
station surveys – elementary exercises only. 
 
UNIT - II 
Levelling: Different types leveling instruments and description of parts; Temporary and 
Permanent adjustments; methods of levelling – fly levelling, differential levelling, and 
reciprocal levelling. Problems on leveling. 
Contouring: Characteristics and uses of contour; contour interval; methods of establishing 
contours. 
 
UNIT - III 
Theodolite – description of parts; Temporary and Permanent Adjustments, Measurement of 
horizontal and vertical angles, Principles of Electronic Theodolite, Trigonometric levelling. 
Traversing with Theodolite:  Principles of traversing, open traverse and closed traverse using 
theodolite; Latitude and Departure : consecutive co-ordinates/ dependent co-ordinates and 
independent co-ordinates/ total coordinates;  closing error and correction in closed traversing 
by different methods- Bowditch method, transit method. 
Triangulation:  Principles and methods of triangulation: classification of triangulation system, 
signals and towers; base line measurement; calculations of length of base- tape corrections. 
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UNIT - IV 
Computation of Areas and Volumes: Areas from field notes, computation of Areas along 
irregular boundaries and regular boundaries. Embankments and cuttings, determination of 
capacity of reservoir/volume. 
Tacheometric Surveying: – Principles, Stadia and tangential methods, measurements of 
heights and distances by tacheometry, distance and elevation formulae for staff vertical and 
normal; anallactic lens. 
Curves: Definitions and types of curves; simple curves by linear and angular method 
(Rankine’s method); setting of underground curve. 
 
UNIT - V 
Mine Surveys: Verticality of shaft, measurement of depth of shaft. 
Correlation Survey: classification and purposes of correlation survey; different methods- 
single shaft (co-plantation method, weissbach triangle method) and two shaft (Weiss 
quadrilateral method)   
Miscellaneous: EDM and modern instruments, open pit surveys, mine plans and sections, 
Statutory requirements. 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Surveying (Vol-1, 2 & 3) by B.C. Punmia, Ashok Kumar Jain and Arun Kumar Jain- 
Laxmi Publications (P) Ltd., New Delhi. 

2. DUGGAL S K “Surveying (Vol-1 &2), Tata McGraw Hill Publishing Co. Ltd., New 
Delhi, 2004 

3. Text book of surveying by C. Venkataramaiah , Universities Press. 
4. Surveying (Vol 1 & 2) – Kanitkar 
5. Mine Surveying (Vol 1 & 2) by Ghatak, Lovely Prakasan publishers, Dhanbad. 

 
REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Arthur R. Benton and Philip J Taetly, Elements of Plane Surveying, McGraw Hill-
2000 

2. Arora K R Surveying Vol 1 & 2 & 3, Standard Book House, Delhi, 2004. 
3. Chandra A M, Plane Surveying, New age International Pvt. Ltd., Publishers, New 

Delhi, 2002. 
4. Chandra A M, Higher Surveying, New age International Pvt. Ltd, Publishers, New 

Delhi, 2002. 
5. Surveying and Levelling by R Subramanian, Oxford University Press, New Delhi. 
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MN404ES: MINE ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING – I 
 
B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                               3     1    0    3 
 
Course Objectives: In view of very difficult /uncomfortable environment envisaged in 
deeper mines in future, this course aims at sampling and analysis of mine air, understanding 
of heat, humidity, distribution of air, natural ventilation etc for underground mines.  
Mechanical ventilation devices including auxiliary fans, booster fans etc are also covered in 
this course. 
 
Course Outcomes: Student can understand the ventilation requirements for ground mines 
including selection of mine fans, ventilation planning, ventilation surveying etc.  For any 
underground mine, ventilation officer is a statutory post as per Indian Mining Law.  This 
course facilitates the required knowledge to perform the duties of ventilation planning 
effectively. 
 
UNIT-I 
Atmospheric air-its composition, mine air – its composition and variation, origin, occurrence, 
physical, chemical and physiological properties and monitoring of mine gases, various types 
of damps. Sampling and analysis of mine air. Methane drainage and methane layering of 
gases. 
 
UNIT-II 
Heat and humidity: Sources of heat in mines, effect of heat and humidity, psychometric, kata 
thermometer, methods of improving of cooling power of mine air. Air conditioning basic 
vapour cycle, representative layout. Air flow through mine openings: Laws of air flow, 
resistance of airways, equivalent orifice, distribution of air, flow control devices. 
 
UNIT-III 
Natural Ventilation: Calculation of NVP from air density, artificial aids to natural ventilation. 
Mechanical ventilation: Principal types of mine fans and their suitability, merits, limitation, 
efficiency and characteristics. Selection of mine fan, fan testing, output control in fans, series 
and parallel operation of mine fans. 
 
UNIT-IV 
Auxiliary fan, duct, matching of fan to the duct system. Reversal of air current. Fan drift, 
evasee, diffuser, booster fans, Face Ventilation. Ventilation planning: Standard of ventilation 
including permissible air velocities. Ascensional, descensional, homotropal, anti-tropal 
ventilation. Central and boundary ventilation – layouts and comparison.  
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UNIT-V 
Quantity and pressure requirement. Ventilation layout for coal mining and metal mining. 
Calculation of air quantity and total mine head required for ventilating a mine. Introduction to 
Network analysis: Hardy-Cross method, Ventilation survey. 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Mine Environment and Ventilation – G.B. Misra 
2. Mine Ventilation and Air Condition – HL Hearlman 

 
REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Vatukuri V.S. & Lama R.D. – Environmental Engineering in Mines. 
2. Dhar B.B. – Mining and Environment. 
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SM405MS: BUSINESS ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 

B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              3     0    0    3 
  
Course Objective: To learn the basic Business types, impact of the Economy on Business 
and Firms specifically. To analyze the Business from the Financial Perspective. 
 
Course Outcome: The students will understand the various Forms of Business and the 
impact of economic variables on the Business. The Demand, Supply, Production, Cost, 
Market Structure, Pricing aspects are learnt. The Students can study the firm’s financial 
position by analysing the Financial Statements of a Company.   
   
UNIT – I  
Introduction to Business and Economics: 
Business: Structure of Business Firm, Theory of Firm, Types of Business Entities, Limited 
Liability Companies, Sources of Capital for a Company, Non-Conventional Sources of 
Finance. 
Economics: Significance of Economics, Micro and Macro Economic Concepts, Concepts 
and Importance of National Income, Inflation, Money Supply in Inflation, Business Cycle, 
Features and Phases of Business Cycle. Nature and Scope of Business Economics, Role of 
Business Economist, Multidisciplinary nature of Business Economics. 
 
UNIT – II 
Demand and Supply Analysis: 
Elasticity of Demand: Elasticity, Types of Elasticity, Law of Demand, Measurement and 
Significance of Elasticity of Demand, Factors affecting Elasticity of Demand, Elasticity of 
Demand in decision making, Demand Forecasting: Characteristics of Good Demand 
Forecasting, Steps in Demand Forecasting, Methods of Demand Forecasting. 
Supply Analysis: Determinants of Supply, Supply Function & Law of Supply. 
 
UNIT- III 
Production, Cost, Market Structures & Pricing:  
Production Analysis: Factors of Production, Production Function, Production Function with 
one variable input, two variable inputs, Returns to Scale, Different Types of Production 
Functions. 
Cost analysis: Types of Costs, Short run and Long run Cost Functions. 
Market Structures: Nature of Competition, Features of Perfect competition, Monopoly, 
Oligopoly, and Monopolistic Competition. 
Pricing: Types of Pricing, Product Life Cycle based Pricing, Break Even Analysis, and Cost 
Volume Profit Analysis. 
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UNIT-IV 
Financial Accounting: Accounting concepts and Conventions, Accounting Equation, 
Double-Entry system of Accounting, Rules for maintaining Books of Accounts, Journal, 
Posting to Ledger, Preparation of Trial Balance, Elements of Financial Statements, 
Preparation of Final Accounts. 
 
UNIT -V 
Financial Analysis through Ratios: 
Concept of Ratio Analysis, Liquidity Ratios, Turnover Ratios, Profitability Ratios, 
Proprietary Ratios, Solvency, Leverage Ratios (simple problems). 
Introduction to Fund Flow and Cash Flow Analysis (simple problems). 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. D. D. Chaturvedi, S. L. Gupta, Business Economics - Theory and Applications, 
International Book House Pvt. Ltd. 2013. 

2. Dhanesh K Khatri, Financial Accounting, Tata McGraw Hill, 2011. 
3. Geethika Ghosh, Piyali Gosh, Purba Roy Choudhury, Managerial Economics, 2e, 

Tata McGraw Hill Education Pvt. Ltd. 2012. 
 
REFERENCES: 

1. Paresh Shah, Financial Accounting for Management 2e, Oxford Press, 2015.  
2. S. N. Maheshwari, Sunil K Maheshwari, Sharad K Maheshwari, Financial 

Accounting, 5e, Vikas Publications, 2013. 
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MN406ES: MINE MECHANISATION - I LAB 
 
B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              0     0    3    2 

  
List of Experiments: 

1. To find out the angle of friction for different materials. 
2. Coefficient of friction between belt / rope and pulley 
3. Determination of Efficiency of a screw jack 
4. Study of construction and operation of 4stroke SI engine model. 
5. Study of construction an d operation of 4 stroke CI engine model. 
6. Performance testing of a 4 stroke Diesel engine. 
7. Performance test of reciprocating air compressor 
8. Study of different types of gear and gear trains. 
9. To study the construction of multi-speed gearbox used in dozer. 

10. Study of rope brake dynamometer. 
11. Study of different types of couplings. 
12. Study of multiple clutches 
13. To study the jump phenomena of Cam and Follower 
14. To study the dynamics of governor. 
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MN407ES: MINE ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING-I LAB 
 
B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              0     0    3    2 

 
List of Experiments: 

1. Detection of mine gases 
2. Orsat/Haldane apparatus for gas analysis. 
3. Measurement of relative humidity by hygrometer. 
4. Kata thermometer. 
5. Constructional features of centrifugal and axial flow fans. 
6. Characteristic curves for fans. 
7. Operation of fans in series and parallel. 
8. Design of various ventilation devices, Airshaft, Evasese, Doors crossing regulators. 
9. Reversal of Ventilation system. 

10. Measurement of air quantity by anemometer velometer and smoke tube. 
11. Measurement of relative humidity by hygrometer. 
12. Study and analysis ventilation network circuit. 
13. Study of mine air-conditioning plant. 
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MN408ES: MINE SURVEYING-I LAB 
 
B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                               0     0    3    2 

 
List of Experiments: 

1. Ranging a line, measuring the distance between two points, pacing. 
2. Chain triangulation, booking, calculation of areas and plotting. 
3. Traversing with compass. 
4. Introduction to levels. 
5. Fly leveling & Reduction of level. 
6. Profile leveling and plotting the section. 
7. Contouring 
8. Measurement of Horizontal angle. 
9. Measurement of vertical angle. 
10. Theodolite traversing 
11. Finding distance between two inaccessible points. 
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MC400ES: ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
 

B.Tech. II Year II Sem.                                      L    T    P   C 
                              3     0    0    0 
 
Course Objectives: 

 Understanding the importance of ecological balance for sustainable development. 
 Understanding the impacts of developmental activities and mitigation measures 
 Understanding the environmental policies and regulations  

 
Course Outcomes:  
Based on this course, the Engineering graduate will understand /evaluate / develop 
technologies on the basis of ecological principles and environmental regulations which inturn 
helps in sustainable development  
 
UNIT-I  
Ecosystems: Definition, Scope and Importance of ecosystem. Classification, structure and 
function of an ecosystem, Food chains, food webs and ecological pyramids. Flow of energy, 
Biogeochemical cycles, Bioaccumulation, Biomagnification, ecosystem value, services and 
carrying capacity, Field visits. 
 
UNIT-II   
Natural Resources: Classification of Resources:  Living and Non-Living resources, water 
resources: use and over utilization of surface and ground water, floods and droughts, Dams: 
benefits and problems. Mineral resources: use and exploitation, environmental effects of 
extracting and using mineral resources, Land resources: Forest resources, Energy 
resources: growing energy needs, renewable and non renewable energy sources, use of 
alternate energy source, case studies.  
 
UNIT-III  
Biodiversity And Biotic Resources: Introduction, Definition, genetic, species and ecosystem 
diversity. Value of biodiversity; consumptive use, productive use, social, ethical, aesthetic 
and optional values. India as a mega diversity nation, Hot spots of biodiversity. Field visit. 
Threats to biodiversity: habitat loss, poaching of wildlife, man-wildlife conflicts; 
conservation of biodiversity: In-Situ and Ex-situ conservation.  National Biodiversity act.  
 
UNIT-IV  
Environmental Pollution and Control Technologies: Environmental Pollution: 
Classification of pollution, Air Pollution: Primary and secondary pollutants, Automobile and 
Industrial pollution, Ambient air quality standards. Water pollution:  Sources and types of 
pollution, drinking water quality standards. Soil Pollution: Sources and types, Impacts of 
modern agriculture, degradation of soil. Noise Pollution: Sources and Health hazards, 
standards, Solid waste: Municipal Solid Waste management, composition and characteristics 
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of e-Waste and its management. Pollution control technologies:  Wastewater Treatment 
methods: Primary, secondary and Tertiary.  
Overview of air pollution control technologies, Concepts of bioremediation. Global 
Environmental Problems and Global Efforts: Climate change and impacts on human 
environment. Ozone depletion and Ozone depleting substances (ODS). Deforestation and 
desertification.  International conventions / Protocols: Earth summit, Kyoto protocol and 
Montréal Protocol.  
 
UNIT-V  
Environmental Policy, Legislation & EIA: Environmental  Protection act, Legal aspects 
Air Act- 1981, Water Act, Forest Act, Wild life Act,  Municipal solid waste management and 
handling rules, biomedical waste management  and handling rules, hazardous waste 
management and handling rules. EIA: EIA structure, methods of baseline data acquisition. 
Overview on Impacts of air, water, biological and Socio-economical aspects. Strategies for 
risk assessment, Concepts of Environmental Management Plan (EMP). Towards 
Sustainable Future: Concept of Sustainable  Development, Population and its explosion, 
Crazy Consumerism, Environmental Education,  Urban Sprawl, Human health, 
Environmental Ethics, Concept of Green Building, Ecological Foot Print, Life Cycle 
assessment (LCA), Low carbon life style. 
 
TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Textbook of Environmental Studies for Undergraduate Courses by Erach Bharucha 
for University Grants Commission. 

2. Environmental Studies by R. Rajagopalan, Oxford University Press. 
 
REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Environmental Science: towards a sustainable future by Richard T. Wright. 2008 PHL 
Learning Private Ltd. New Delhi. 

2. Environmental Engineering and science by Gilbert M. Masters and Wendell P. Ela 
.2008 PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.  

3. Environmental Science by Daniel B. Botkin & Edward A. Keller, Wiley INDIA 
edition. 

4. Environmental Studies by Anubha Kaushik, 4th Edition, New age international 
publishers. 

5. Text book of Environmental Science and Technology - Dr. M. Anji Reddy 2007, BS 
Publications. 

 


